
 

USER TESTING 2 
TEST PLAN 



1.  Introduction 
 

1.1 Purpose of Document 
This document serves to outline the whole user testing process for StaffOnDemand Mobile 
application. It would be the primary source of information for our clients to review and 
discuss with the team for further action to be taken. Approving this document would imply 
that after the execution of the test plan, reviewers are confident the mobile application is 
usable and ready to be launched. Additionally, it can be further marketed to the target 
audience 
 

1.2 Target Audience 
A survey done by Thrive Analytics1 states that "Two out of three Millennials (ages 1829) 
prefer to use mobile devices first to search for local products or services". SIS students 
currently fall directly into this category of Millennials and are actively searching for 
internships or full time employment.  
 
Therefore, in order to get an accurate result, we need to filter out the participants 
efficiently and they must fulfil these two conditions: 
 

1. They must be actively searching for job openings (e.g. internship, part time or full 
time) 

2. They must rely a lot on their mobile devices (e.g. it is their primary usage of 
communication) 
 

We would be heavily recruiting from this pool of people as we feel that they have valuable 
insights for using a mobile application to search for job opportunities. After which, we 
would expand to a wider scope area of job seekers from a different age range.  

                                                      
1 http://www.thriveanalytics.com/Millennials%20Local%20Search%20Report.html 



2. Scope of UT 
 
Authentication Module: 

 Login/Sign up 

 On-boarding Questions 
 

Account Management Module: 

 User Profile Update 

 Upload Application Photo 
 

Resume Module: 

 Build a resume 
 

Job Application Module: 

 View job listings 

 View company profile 

 View featured companies 

 Add jobs to wish list 

 Apply for jobs 

 Multi-Level Filter (e.g Location, Industry) 

3. Objective of User Testing 
With user testing, Team Lock hopes to gain insights from relevant stakeholders and further 
improve the application. We want to ensure that we meet the needs of our targeted 
audience that both the Client and us have agreed upon. This provides us the confidence that 
our team is on the correct track and can create a fully marketable application. We hope to 
gain these main insights from UT: 
 

1. Usability and usefulness of the functions tested 
2. Find bugs that were previously uncovered 
3. Design of the application  

 
Upon reviewing the results, changes would be made to ensure a fully functional application. 
  



4. User Testing process 
Users would be given test cases to execute and fill up during the test. Team members would 
be assigned to different roles during the test to monitor different factors and ensure a fair 
test. The factors are stated as follows: 
 

 Number of clicks and errors made would contribute to usability ratings 

 Think-aloud data from participants 

 Design ratings  
 
Users are welcomed to give feedback at any point during the test and it would be taken 
note of. Issues and defects should be made known to any Team LOCK members for 
documentation and assessment.  
 

4.1 Test Phases 
PHASE  MODULES 

1 Login 
2 Account Management  
3 Resume 
4 Job Application  

 

5. User Test Environment  
 

5.1 Mobile Devices 
Users would be provided two different mobile devices depending on their mobile phones. 
iOS users would be provided with an iPhone 5 while android users would be provided with a 
Samsung Galaxy S4. They will then perform the test cases provided to them by Team LOCK 
and document down their responses accordingly. 
 

5.2 Test Data 
Team LOCK would ensure that test data is present and must be in line with the expected 
results for our test cases. 

6. Roles and Responsibilities  
 
TEAM MEMBER  ROLE 

MATTHEW Main Facilitator   

DANIEL Ensure all documents are handed out and collected back  

JEREMY Record number of errors and clicks made  

IVAN Record number of errors and clicks made 

IAN Record think aloud data and observations   

JOJO Solve any technical errors that occurs  

 



7. User Testing After Action Review (AAR) 
 

 

1

• UT results to be reviewed internally and discussed if there are any alarming 
feedback that the team has received

2
• Fix any defects that were found 

3
• UT results to be summarized and presented nicely

4

• UT results to be reviewed with clients to analyse feedback and make 
improvements 

5

• If there are any changes in requirements, log the change request and follow 
the changement process

6

• Sign off with clients accepting that changes made satisfies its business 
requirements and optimal performance


